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ABSTRACT 

O
n October 26-27, 1999, at the High 

Country Inn, Whitehorse, a Live Release 

Workshop was hosted by the Yukon Fish 

and Wildlife Management Board on behalf of 

the Live Rel ease Working Group. Th is working 

group has representation from the Yukon Fish 

and W ildlife Management Board, the Renewable 

Resources Councils, the Yukon government and 

the Salmon Committee. Financial support for the 

workshop was provided mainly by the Yukon 

Department of Renewable Resollrces and also by the 

Board and the Salmon Committee. 

T he workshop represented the final phase of public 

consultation on the Live Release issue and the 

culmination of two years of preparation by the Board 

in the form of three projects and reports. Discussion 

at the workshop focussed on the pu rpose of live 

release angling and means of improving its practice in 

the Yukon , as well as recognizing its advantages and 

limitations as a management tool. 

The workshop was attended by a broad cross section 

of the Yukon public including angling retailers, 

lodge owners, guides, the Yukon Fish and Game 

Associat ion, First Nations people, plus representatives 

Ii·o m Federal, Yukon Territo rial and First Nation 

governments. 

Focllssed discussions were held on the fo llowi ng 

components of live release fish ing: radde, species , 

environment, methods, enforcement, salmon, 

research, derbies, spawning, stocked lakes, and 

ethics. Since many of the recommendations from 

the workshop would obviously require further 

examination and implementation, it was agreed to 

fo rm a Live Release Think Tank which would 

be comprised of representatives ofYllkon angling 

interests, and would be admi nistered by the Yukon 

Fish and W ildlife Management Board. The T hink 

Tank wOllld further refine recommendations and 

propose various programs and recommendations to 

the Board for implementation . The Think Tank was 

activated early in 2000. 
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PRAYER and WELCOME 

Opening, Prayer Day 1: Doug Hnatiuk 

Opening, Prayer Day 2: C lyde Blackjack 

Lawrence Joe, Chair of the Yukon Fish and Wildlife 

Management Board, welcomed everyone to the 

workshop. He noted that the purpose of this 

workshop is to gain an understanding of the issues 

2. Live release workshop, Oerober 26-27, 1999 

related to Catch and Release (or Live Release) 

angling, and to examine the differences of opinion 

and look for areas of common thinking upon which 

to build solutions. Lawrence then introduced Doug 

Urquhart, the facilitator. Participants introduced 

themselves. 



BACKGROUND and INTRODUCTION 

C
atch and Release or Live Release Angling 

(LRA) has been a long-standing issue in 

the Yukon, going back at least eight years 

and before land claims. The Fish and WildliFe 

Management Board established a Catch and Release 

Working Group to study this issue. The members 

included Lawrence Joe (YFWMB), Sh irley Ford as 

Chair (YFWMB), Louise Naylor (DFO), Art Johns 

(YFWMB), Al LaValle (Alsek Renewable Resources 

Council), Don Toews (YTG), Susan Thompson 

(YTG) and Jodi McKinnon (Salmon Committee). 

During the long course of public debate, the issues 

related to LRA had become over simplified and 

confusing. T he Working Group's first task was to 

assemble and make available sound information on 

the subject. 

Over a two-year period, three background reports 

were prepared and distributed to the public for 

feedback in the summer of 1999. An angling 

The goal of this workshop was to develop 

recommendations for the use of Live Release Angling 

(LRA) . The Board then planned to print these 

recommendations for public discussion in December. 

Currently, there are 17,000 anglers in the Yukon, 

of whom approximately 9,000 (excluding ch ildren 

who need no licence) are Yukon residents. To provide 

a perspective on the basic principle of LRA, the 

facilitator used hunting as a contrast. In big game 

hunting, a hunter has th e opportunity to "preselect" 

wh ich animal to harvest. A fisher does not have the 

same opportunity to make a "selective" decision (for 

size, species, etc.) until afrer the fish is caught. 

Live Release is the management tool used for 

selective harvesting. LRA involves an eth ical 

dimension related ro carching a fish for I(SpOrt/' but it 

must be recognised that LRA is essential to managing 

fish harvests. 

focus group, convened in February 1999, included First, and foremost, we must respect fish as a 

lodge owners, guides, and taclde shop owners. The resource, bur it is also essential to respect all people 

present workshop included a broader cross-section of of the Yukon by providing useful information so that 

partlClpanrs. anglers can manage fi sh better. 
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ANGLING OVERVIEW 

D
on Toews (Chi ef of Yukon governme nt, 

Fisheries) provided rhe following overview 

of the tech ni cal in formation rcIJrcd (0 

c\l1gling in rhe Yukon. 

LICENSED ANGLING INDUSTRY 

This is a very important activity to the Yukon, 

providing recreational and econom ic benefits as well 

as a source of food. One in three Yukoners fish; 

approximately .300,000 fish are caught, of which 

80,000 are consumed. Approximarely $15 million is 

spent an nually (this in cl udes equipment, Aying, etc.) . 

The five-year angl in g survey reveals that the number 

and size of fish caught ranks, in importance, lower 

than the opportunity to be outdoors. Many are casual 

anglers, who fish a few times a year and do not want 

to break the law. But they also do not want to take 

the time to learn complex regulations and angling 

techn iques or be bogged down by regulations and 

information . Approximately 95% of the freshwater 

fish harvested in the Yukon is by anglers, while 

approximately 65% and 30% of salmon harvested in 

the Yukon is by commcrcialusers and First Nations 

members, respectively. First Nation fish harvest needs 

and trends are expected to change and should be 

factored into recomm end~tions and manage ment 

programs. 

Note: Some participants felt that the definition of 

"sport fishing" or "recreational"fishing creates confosion 

between fishingfor recreation versus fishingfor food. 

1. Fish biology 

A lake trout and a Chinook salmon, of similar-size, 

were on display. There are significant differences 

between these two species in terms of biology and life 

history, which affect how each should be managed. 

Salmon are born in freshwarer bur grow up in rhe 

oceall where food is ab undant; they spawn once af 

approx imately 5-6 yea rs of age and then di e. 

Lake erma are born and grow LIp in freshw<1tc:l', where 

food is less plemiful. Lake troUt" grow sl owly, mat"urc 

later and may live to 35-40 years. They begin 1'0 

spaw n at 10- 12 years and w ill co ntinue to sp:l.\vn 

throughout their lives. The old er, large bke trout 

are vcry important as preciarol's. Once the old er 

lake trout decline, other species (such as whitefish, 

hurbot and suckers) increase in number. Lake t!"Out 

arc vu lnerab le and very sensi tive to human activities. 

Successful management of lake trout should ind ica te 

good management of other species . Major harvesters 

of lake trout are anglers. Where a lake becomes 

accessible to anglets, the lake trout srock declin es and 

takes a very long time to rebuild. Many Yukon lakes 

are naturally protected because they are large and 

long and access is often limited to only one end. 

This mea ns that fishing pressure does not cover the 

whole lake because it takes too long or may be toO 

dangero us to boat to the far end. 

YTG wants to encourage angling activity, as this will 

ensure public interest and involvement in resource 

management. T he goal is to manage harvest withollt 

reStricting angling activity. The biggest chall enge 

facing a fish manager is to protect fish habitat (water 

quality, etc.) and the greatest asset is a public who 

values angling. 

2. Management tools 

Live Release is a management tool prescribed in the 

Fishing Regulations synopsis. "High Quality Lakes'" 

require a selective harvest; that is, all lake trout 

between a certain size muSt be released to protect 

"spawning" fish. 

"'High Quality Management (HQM) lakes refers to a special management regime that protects fish stocks with additional regulations 
involving live release for foh of certain size ranges (known as slot sizes). The term does not refer to the quality of fishing on the lakes. 
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When looking at management tools, it is important 

to look at the whole picture (ecosystem management) 

and consider all factors that affect fish stocks, 

e.g. global warming, environmental impact on 

water temperature and food sources, beaver dams, 

and increased number of anglers. C hanges to fi sh 

communities can also be caused by a reduction 

in predatory fish. A high number of fish being 

caught indicates that the resource is relatively healthy. 

Effectiveness of the slot system must be evaluated 

by monitoring both fis h populations and changing 

ecosystem factors. 

As angling fo r SpOrt becomes more popular in the 

Yukon, we may have to consider othet options, e.g. 

closures, as even the mortali ty associated with LRA 

Ina), make this an inappropriate management tool 

in extreme situations. An injured fish is generally a 

keeper. If it is within the slot range, and is dead or 

likely to die, it should be kept and reported to a 

Conservation Officer. 

Education and Communication are critical 

components to management, because nothing will 

change until anglers are informed and "bu)' in." 

T here are two challenges: a resident population who 

has been here for a long time versus a turnover! 

transient population who is here for a very limi ted 

time. Non-resident harvesters catch a lot of fi sh and 

there may be only one opportuni ty for education. 

T he Tourism Associat ion is trying to disselninate 

information to tourists before they come to the 

Yukon. Many anglers are already misinformed by 

television shows that provide inaccurate in formation. 

3. Gear and methods 

T he mortality rate associated with LRA can vary 

significantly, depending on gear and methods used. It 

can be as low as 0% or as high as 70-80%, depending 

on how fish are hooked and caught, as well as how 

fi sh are handled after being caught. This is one aspect 

that can be managed through education. 

Habits and thinking are changing, bur not at the 

same pace for everyone. Remembering O Lll' old habits 

will help with educating others wh o may sti ll have 

them . An historic perspective should be applied for 

comparison, when monitoring. 

Live release workshop, October 26-27, 1999. 5 



WORKSHOP FORMAT 

I
n order to foclls discussions on key components 

01' LRA, the workshop wos divided into a 

number of basic isslles. An introduction was 

given by Don Toews and was followed by a question 

period. The session ended with a series of key points 

and recommendations. 

6. Live release workshop, October 26-27, 1999 

TACKLE 

Discussion and key points 

• The rype of geor L1sed and how lish ore handled 

GlIl aFfect monality signillcancly. 

• For live release: Avoid lethal injury to fish, 

especially injury to hrain, eye and gills . Minimize 

handling of fish and time out of water. 

• Every angler should be prepared to live release 

(beco Llse of slot lim it , species, etc) and use 

approp riate tackle for that purpose. 

• There is a need to educate anglers that barbless 

(live release) hooks are also effective for catch in g 

fish to eat. 

• Relare size of hook to size of fish. Generally, 

smaller hooks are better for all fish . 

• Examples of appropriate and inappropriate lures 

were on display. Recommend small , barbless 

lures/hook (either single or treble). Use pliers to 

pinch down barbs or remove barbs all together. 

This will improve the removal/release of lure" 

without affecting ability to catch fish. 

• Special requirements for live-release fishing: no 

natural bait (exception when using a jig with bait 

for lake trout). 

• Consider two types of licences: conservation or 

harvest. 

• Contact "resource" people in communities about 

what gear to use. 

• Some individuals who fish for food do not support 

Live Release and may not want to recommend 

single barbless hooks in case it gives the appearance 

of supporting LRA. 



• Regard less of personal 

bel iefs and ethics, it is 

important (0 recognise that 

there are a lot of people 

who will use LRA and we 

mllSt all try to minimize the 

mortality. 

• It is imponant to educate 

rerailers abour fishing 

tackle. 

• In fo rmation can be 

included in the synopsis or 

with license. 

• Employ public education 

that really works, e.g. 

posters on the inside of 

outhouse doors in 

campgrounds and keep the 

message simple! 

• This workshop is a good 

thing but do not rush process; two days is not 

enough to hear all concerns and opinions. 

Public evening session 

• Single hooks are hard to find. Manufacturers 

are not making barbless hooks because th is 

involves expensive retooling. Thete are only 6 
manufacturers world-wide and North American 

demand for barbless is small in compariso n. Don't 

let manufacturers off the "hook." Contact and 

educate them. 

• Opportunity to influence anglers via retailers: 

inexperi enced non-residents get most of their 

information from retailers. Need to educate with 

the tetailers. 

• Getting anglers to pinch barbs right in the store is 

a good way to educate them. 

• Europeans ate well intentioned bur if they buy 

barbed hooks, they may not debarb them. 

~. 

• Many people who fish for food prefer barbed 

hooks. However, many will be faced with an 

LRA situarion where they can't take the fish for 

food and must return it ro the water; therefore, 

everyone should use less damaging hooks. 

Recommendations for consideration 
by the Think Tank 

In general, for people who practice live-release 

fishing, promote the following: 

. Single barbless hooks are best. 

Smaller hooks are better than big. 

Provide people with an educated choice: are 
they fishing for food or recreation, and if so, 
what are the best techniques to use. 

Increase fishing line strength because this 
results. in less playing time and stress on fish. 
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• A major problem with non-compliance is that 

abusers are gone by the time the conservation 

officer is advised and arrives on the scene. Also 

fines!penalties are too low to be a deterrent

should be higher. 

U.S. border personnel can enforce Canadian laws 

on illegal catch being removed from Canada 

(Lacey Act). 

• From a political perspective, is the new regulation! 

law realisti c and is it enforceable? 

• Best enforcemen t is to make people feel 

responsible for the resource. 

• Partner with other groups, e.g. Tourism, to 

manage fish . When people understand the risk to 

the resource, they are nlore willing to comply. 

Public evening session 

• People from outside have been through this before. 

and are concerned, but do not want to read 

regulations. Most non-residents are from areas 

where fish stocks are in decline, and already 

practice LRA. People are bewildered and scared by 

complex regulations. 

• Europeans appreciate regulations in their own 

languages . 

• Have different limits for touristsltesidents (there 

was a strong difference of opinion on this one -

for instance, the difference in costs for resident 

and non-resident for Salmon Catch cards upset 

people). 

• When Teslin Lake catch limit was reduced from 3 

to 2 in 1993 and then to 1 in 1999, non-residents 

accepted and approved reduction; however, this 

limit was applied equally to everyone (universal 

restriction). 

• T he mote that is known about a tesource 

(numbers, management), the more rules can be 

relaxed . There is a lot of controversy because there 

is no accurate information on fish numbers. 

10. Live release workshop, October 26-27, 1999 

• One-day license fees @ $5 .00 create extra work fo r 

retailers, where client is fi shing only 2-3 days and 

separate daily licences have to be issued for each 

day. Recommend that daily rate be increased to 

$10.00 so that it would be cheaper to buy a 6-day 

or seasonal licence rather than a number of daily 

licences; this daily fee would still be cheaper th"n 

any other jurisdiction . 

Put LRA logo on angling licenses, posters, and 

provide education material/suppo rt to retailers so 

they can help educate anglers to make better 

choices. 

Recommendations for consideration 
by the Think Tank 

Renewable Resources should recruit volunteer 
enforcement "monitors" (game guardians), e.g. 
guides, to increase enforcement presence, 
especially at lakes under harvest pressure. 
Use "peer" pressure to encourage compliance. 
Enhancement Trust Fund may be a source of 
funding for monitors/educators. 

Look at "group" angler limits. 

Review all fishing regulations (including High 
Quality Waters) 

Develop clear laws for fishing in transboundary 
waters (BC /Yukon). 

Keep regulations simple (e.g. NWT) and 

reasonable and understandable (use 
pictures, etc) . 



SALMON 

Discussion and key points 

There was representation from the Salmon 

Committee at the workshop. This committee is 

looking at LRA issues for salmon and will consider 

recommendations. The Committee recognizes the 

importance of LRA as a management tool bu t is 

against the tedlering of fish for later release or high

grading of the catch. 

• T he percentage of salmon harvested by anglers is 

very small compared to lake trout. Management of 

salmon focuses on the commercial harvest (which 

takes place on the Yukon River), whi le recreational 

angling is less regulated . Any closures apply first 

to comm ercial , then recreational, then First N ation 

harvesting. 

• H arvest and LRA of salmon take place very close 

to spawning grounds, when salmon are already 

tired and under stress from their return trip. 

• A problem was noted with the impact ofLRA 

on salmon which migrate in pairs and become 

separated when one is caught and released, 

especially in turbid water. This in turn may affect 

the salmon's ability to spawn. 

• For every salmon that returns to the spawning 

grounds and spawns (females produce about 

10,000 eggs) only four will survive and return as 

adults from the ocean. All anglers must consider 

impact of LRA on spawning salmon and viability 

of future stock. 

• Salmon are negatively affected by all human 

activities, such as logging, oil spills, etc. Everyone 

must do their part to ensure survival of salmon. 

• At Tatshenshini, only First Nation and recreational 

fishing takes place, but they happen in close 

proximity; there have been conflicts in times of 

co nservation concerns. 

• LRA versus subsistence needs: concern with 

overcrowding and access for fi shing for food when 

people are recreational fishing all day. Consider 

limiting duration of LRA in salmon streanlS. 

• Television news and shows have an ilnpact on 

Oplt110ns. 

• Salmo n stocks vary from one year to next, and 

may vary within a seaso n, so regulations/cl osures 

must be imposed quickly. 

• There are bad practices of LRA at Dalton POSt 

and Tatchun Creek. The rate of snagging salmon 

is very high at some spots, especially at Dalton 

Post. Some injured salmon have to be released 

(regulations req uire release). A closure on LRA 

of salmon may be justified but must take into 

consideration that anglers may move and increase 

pressure in other areas . 

• There is a perception that some individuals may be 

live releasing over 35 salmon in a day. lr is believed 

that the number is much lower but more people 

are angling so, overall, LRA is increasing. There is 

the option to use different gear, etc. to tninim ize 

stress and harassmen t to salmon. 

• Consider closing salmon fishin g until stocks are 

up. 

• Require guides for foreigners fishing for salmon. 

• Beware of what is being promoted outside, e.g., if 

the Yukon is touted as a salmon fishing paradise 

this will put more stress on the resource. 

• Are we compromising the salmon resource to 

satisfY public needs, i. e. allowing LRA of salmon 

to satisfY anglers? What about the ptiority and 

viabili ty of salmon ' Salmon resource is paramount 

and all human behaviour must respect this. 

• Educate anglers on clean up, e.g. linelroe bags left 

behind which cause harm to other wildlife. 
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SPAWNING STOCKED LAKES 

Discussion and key points Discussion and key points 

• There is poor understanding abour spawning areas • There are approximately 20-25 stocked lakes in 

(e.g., anglers wading in spawning streams for the Yukon. These are lakes with no water outlet.' 

grayling in spring), and are located near communities. 

• High risk of anglers focussing on spawning • These lakes are stocked for anglers with disease-

grounds. free fish and carch limits are liberal. 

• More information is needed before season can be 

closed for spawning periods. 

• A closure was imposed on two stocked lakes this 

fall during the spawning season because the stock 

was vulnerable. 

• Fisheries has some knowledge of spawning times 

for certain species but has also encountered some 

strange exceptions. 

Recommendations for consideration 
by the Think Tank 

Precautionary management: limit or close 
angiing if activity is heavy during spawning 
season. 

14. Live release workshop, October 26-27,1999 

Recommendations for consideration 
by the Think Tank 

Maintain stocked lakes to remove pressure on 
natural fish stocks in lakes that are not stocked. 



ETHICS 

A lengthy discussion took place on the ethics of 

angling after food needs have been met. There are 

twO types of people who fish: those who fish to eat, 

and those who fish for recreation. Some people feel 

that LRA is "playing with fish" and shows disrespect. 

Nobody has all the answers on ethics for everyone. 

Discussion and key points 

It was agreed to use the term "licensed angling" 

instead of "sport fishing. " The main thetnes are 

respect, sharing resources - sharing respect. 

LRA as recreation 

• Angling is the only way most people can fish, and 

live release is a key component of angling. 

• Although LRA may be legislated, it basically boils 

down to a personal choice and it sho uld be an 

educated choice. 

• Is accommodating as many anglers as possible 

an acceptable plan' Is this approach workable, 

i.e., accommodating angling opportunities over 

conservation of fish? Need to balance angling 

activity with capacity of resource. Rights of fish 

versus rights of anglers. 

• "Keep all that we catch" will deplete stocks much 

faster than LRA. 

• RESPECT: how we treat a fish reHects how we 

treat ourselves and each other. Respect cultural 

differeuces. 

• Cultural beliefs and personal values vary among 

First Nations. 

• One participant noted that fishing, as a recreation 

activity, is good for the soul and provides stress 

relief. 

• Regardless of personal beliefs, everyone is here to 

ensure the survival of live-released fish. Respect 

is shared by everyone - First Nation and non

First Nation anglers. 

LRA as management tool 

• Co nservation ethic is changing. 20-30 years ago, 

there was no conservation ethic and all fish caught 

were killed. This seems to have turned arollnd to 

the point where some people believe all £ish should 

be released. Need more balance and moderation . 

Social change takes riine. Government tnessages 

try to articulate social changes - need a plan. 

• LRA is a viable management tool for conservation . 

It is not government pol icy. Our challenge is to 

make LRA the least detrimental to fish as possible. 

• Live release as a management tool for selective 

harvesting versus live release for sport/recreation: 

The lack of government restrictions has made 

LRA a recreational activity left in the hands of 

individual anglers . It has become an individual 

ethical decision. If we are unable to educate 

individual anglets with "good" thinking and 

practices, then we must consider other tools/ 

solutions. 

• The only. 1 00% solution is 100% no harvesting. 

No LRA after catch limit reached. 

• Consider relating the catch limit to LRA by 

allowing the live release of double the number of 

fish you can catch - fo r a catch limit of two you 

could live release only four. 

• Non-fishing public does not care about fish (unlike 

seals, etc. which are cute and people will feel 

compassionate for). 

• Government does impose ethical standards, e.g., 

fair chase, no harassment, etc. 

• Preserving resources is costly. 

Live release workshop, October 26-27,1999.15 



• Usc the puhlic to preserve what 

we have; however, ground-based 

(stew;]rdship) management/ 

monitoring requires financial support. 

• Is LRA roo olHimisric a management 

rool? Look at rea lity, not ideal 

siruatiolls. Look at other fools. 

Consider harassment of hsh from 

hshing practices and what is "rea listic" 

in terms of LRA liSt' ;lncl acceptability. 

• Conservation is top prioriry. Avo id the 

need to use LRA, and nor j liSt rely on 

good LRA. 

• There arc less hsh now than 20-30 

years ago, due to env ironm ental 

factors, etc., over which we have no 

contra!; we need (0 foclis on the 

factors that we can improve. 

Education 

• Little Salmon First Nation takes 

children out to show them how to fish 

and take care or fis h; LRA is not part 

of demonstration. 

• Need to educate youth all the land 

(th rough programs). 

• Need First Nation information on 

land observations. 

• First Nation fishing (nets) will provide 

indicators because they will detect 

changes in the fish populations. 

• Media messages are often contrary to 

"conservation," Need strong communication! 

delivery to counter values/messages from 

media/TV shows. 

16. Live release workshop, October 26-27, 1999 

• Is education enough or do we need further 

regulations? Will education alone solve all of our 

problems? 

• Base on respect, conservation and sharing. 



In attempting to clarifY the context of LRA, the 

following comparisons were made 

Fish plentiful 

Non LRA food fisher: keeps every fish because it is a 

gift and it is an insult not to accept. Fishes as long as 

fish caught can be consumed. 

LRA fisher: may be fishing for food but if catches an 

"illegal" fish will return it. Either stops fishing when 

has caught what can be consumed or releases all fish 

after has caught what can be consLllned. 

Fewer fish - limits imposed 

Non LRA food fisher: stops fishing when limit is 

reached. 

LRA fisher: either stops at limit or continues to fish 

after limit but releases everything. 

Very few fish 

Catch limit is zero for a species; can occur where 

populations vety vulnerable. 

Non LRA food fisher: does not fish or fishes for 

another species. 

LRA fisher: will not fish if only fishing for food 

or will fish for other species. May fish for protected 

species and release all if only fishing fot recreation. 

Recommendations for consideration 
by the Think Tank 

Use same term, either Catch and Release or 
Live-Release Program. 

Provide information so that anglers can make 
an "educated" choice, including First Nation 
history and history of lake. 

Respond to crisis situation: close down fishing 
first, figure out what to do, then act. 

Lakes should be closed to fishing if stocks are 
being depleted. 

It is important to improve LRA techniques, but 
it is also important to recognise that some 
areas should be off limits to LRA because of 

cultural values and/or vulnerability of fish. 

Use education system to teach children proper 
way; show "big" picture. 

Educate Yukon anglers on proper techniques 
of LRA. 

Use local residents/retailers to educate non
residents on LRA. 

Establish fish e-mail observation page for local 
people to log observations (like bird club bird 
observations). 

Have kiosks at boat/plane landings to provide 
information on fish in that lake. 
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC EVENING SESSION 

T
he attendees at the evening session included 

members of media, two retailers and 

one lodge owner, plus one avid angler 

in \X/hitehorsc ro co-ordi nate the alpha phone 

book. Two participants had attended the February 

workshop. 

Discussiou and key poiuts 

• The two retailers promote single barbless hooks 

and encourage anglers to debarb hooks. 

• Retailers are open to educational and promotional 

materials. There is interest in LRA but not enough 

information. Retailers have a great opportunity to 

educate. 

• Thete are few manufacturers of hooks world-wide. 

The demand for batbless hooks is small and 

therefore they are not being manufactured. 
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• Clients arc willing (0 comply but do not want to 

spend time reading regulations and do not wallt 

complex mles. Keep it simple and al'ply universal 

rcstnctlol1s . 

• Europeans especially appreciJte regulations in their 

own languages. 

• There was disclission but no agreement on 

applying different limits for resident and non

residents. Non-residents do no\' like paying higher 

fees for salmon carch care\. 

• To promote proper use of LRA, a full-page listing 

was offered, free of charge, in the alpha phone 

book. 



LIVE RELEASE THINK TANK 

It was recognised that any recommendations coming 

out of the workshop would require further thought 

and planning to be implemented. A proposal was 

put forward to establish a Live Release Think Tank, 

consisting of a small group of dedicated people, 

representing a broad range of fishing interests, for 

the putpose of developing strategies to improve live

release techniques. This would be co-ordinated by 

Fish and Wildlife Management Board because of its 

experience and capacity to carry out such programs 

and is expected to be a long-term activity, taking 

rwo or more years. Any participants interested in 

being pan of this group were invited to submit rileir 

names to the Board. 

A number of criteria were established for this "think 

tank" 

• Requires commitment by individuals and funding 

from agencies 

• Government support of group (YTG/FN/DFO). 

• Establish clear goals and objectives. 

• Endorsement of all interests. 

• Timeframe research support must be established. 

• Consider impacts on cultures and businesses. 

• Monitor effectiveness of actions on aU user groups 

and on lakes and related ecosystems. 

• Maintain humility and openness to learning. 

• Encourage public involvement including 

monitoringlreporting, e.g. Monitoring "box" @ 

lake site. 

• Consider Southern LaI«s Program as "model." 

• InStill "ownership" Ipride in resource. 

• Education: How do we influence the angler 

- intensive campaign. Education requires more 

than pamphlets, etc. Expand awareness; increase 

public informationl promotion (include trade 

shows); "Handout" with suggestions about effect 

LRA methods . 

• Effective communication. ( Use a credible 

spokesperson).. 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

A
llllllher of participants expressed their 

satisfaction at th e co nduct and outcome 

f the workshop. Ir was norcd that the 

workshop had shown thar all interests in rhe Yukon 

co ul d get together and search for solutions that 

would benefit th e nsh resource and show respect 

fo r each other. T he wo rksho p, therefore, represented 

the end po int of two years work by th e Board 
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to undertake a full and fa ir publ ic discussion "f 

Live Release Angl ing. The next step is ro ta ke 

th is information and rum it into programs and 

recoml11 cndarions to government. Th is will he rhe 

task of the Think Tank and the Board. 

Closing Prayer: Clyde Blackjack 

Adjourn ed at 3: 15 PM 
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